
 

 

  
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Oops, We Did It Again… 
HSNT Flies Over 140 Pets to the Wild, Wild West! 

  

Fort Worth, Texas, April 3, 2019: 
Over 140 dogs and cats will be transported from the Humane Society of North Texas (HSNT) 
on Thursday, April 4, 2019, to California, Washington and Oregon. HSNT continues to partner 
with the ASPCA® (American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals®) Animal 
Relocation Team and Wings of Rescue to fly pets to locations where adopters are 
anticipating the arrival of these little Texas furkids!  
 
As HSNT continues to see an increase in its daily intake numbers, it is committed to moving 
adoptable pets of all ages, sizes, and breeds to locations where the availability of adoptable 
pets is highly anticipated. HSNT will also continue supporting its community with vaccination 
clinics, spay and neuter programs, senior citizen programs – all of which offer low cost or free 
services. To learn more about HSNT’s programs, visit hsnt.org/services.  
 

“The Humane Society of North Texas continues to struggle with a constant flow of surrendered 
pets, despite our conversations with pet owners coming into the shelter. We offer free 
vaccinations, microchipping, behavioral counseling, pet food and other basic veterinary needs 
in hopes owners will keep their pets in their homes," said Cassie Lackey, Director of 
Communications at HSNT. “We are extremely thankful for the partnership with other humane 
societies on the West Coast who can save these pets’ lives.” 

 
"With this flight, Wings of Rescue is proud to fly its 1,000th pet from our good friends at the 
Humane Society of North Texas since we began our partnership in June of last year,” said Ric 
Browde, President & CEO, Wings of Rescue. 
 

About the Humane Society of North Texas 
Since 1905, the Humane Society of North Texas (HSNT) has worked to eliminate animal 
cruelty, promote humane values and end animal homelessness in North Texas. As an 
independent nonprofit organization, HSNT relies on the generosity of the public to help 
ensure there is a safe place for abused, injured, and homeless animals in the community. 
To make a lifesaving donation, please visit hsnt.org/donate or Facebook. To learn more 
about HSNT, visit hsnt.org, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
 

About the ASPCA® 
Founded in 1866, the ASPCA® (The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals®) is the first animal welfare organization in North America and serves as the nation’s 
leading voice for animals. More than two million supporters strong, the ASPCA’s mission is to 
provide effective means for the prevention of cruelty to animals throughout the United States. 
As a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation, the ASPCA is a national leader in the areas of anti -
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cruelty, community outreach and animal health services. For more information, please visit 
www.ASPCA.org, and be sure to follow the ASPCA on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 

 

About Wings of Rescue 
Wings of Rescue is a donation-based charity flying large scale transports of endangered pets 
from overcrowded shelters and disaster areas to shelters where there is empty kennel space and 
where no local shelter pets are displaced by the flights. Founded in 2012, Wings of Rescue has 
a squadron of volunteer pilots flying rescue missions in their own planes as well as a fleet of 
chartered cargo planes. Since inception, 35,000 shelter pets have flown to safety.  All personnel 
at Wings of Rescue are unpaid volunteers and the organization relies entirely on donations to fly 
its lifesaving missions. To donate visit: Wings of Rescue and Facebook. 
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